An ongoing issue in face recognition research is whether holistic face processing relies on the segregation of local discrete facial parts. Evidence in favor of the holistic-plus-parts view stems from a recent study reported by Arguin and Saumier (1999), who show that the priming eft~cts of individual facial parts (i.e., eyes, nose, mouth, orcontour) depends on the presence ofconfigural information and that the magnitude of priming augments as the number of facial parts serving as primes increase. The present study demonstrates that these global processing effects are absent in a prosopagnosic patient (A.R.), who shows no priming from single face parts and a linear increase in the magnitude of priming as a function of the number of parts presented. These findings indicate that A.R. is incapable of integrating individual facial parts into a global facial configuration ant that this is likely at the root of her prosopagnosia.
Introduction
Theories of face recognition differ on whether holistic facial information exclusively determines face recognition performance. While some theories assume that face recognition normally occurs holistically without the analysis of discrete facial elements (e.g., Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1998) , others postulate that holistic facial information stems from an analysis of the relations that are perceived among local facial features (e.g., Bradshaw and Wallace, 1971; Sergent, 1984) .
In an attempt to contrast the holistic vs holistic-plus-parts accounts of face recognition, Arguin and Saumier (1999) performed a priming study examining the effects of part and holistic facial information in normal face recognition. The study involved having subjects learn arbitrary face-name associations and then name as fast as possible each target face, which was preceded by a prime that matched some of its facial features. The primes were made of the eyes, nose, mouth, or contour of the subsequent target face or of combinations of these parts. Single facial parts were found to prime a target face when presented within the context of a genetic face, but failed to prime when presented in isolation, suggesting that the presentation of a single facial part was sufficient to activate facial identity in memory, but only when configural information was present. Furthermore, by varying the number of face part primes, they obtained priming effects that increased exponentially as the number of facial parts presented increased. Thus, the facilitating effect of several facial parts was found to be greater than the sum of the effects of the individual parts, which is consistent with the view that facial parts interact with one another to produce global processing effects. When the primes presented were composed of varying numbers of puzzle-like facial sections that cut across the faces' natm'al features the magnitude of the priming effect increased as a strictly linear function of the number of face sections in the primes.
In the present study, two of the priming tasks used by Arguin and Saumier were completed by a prosopagnosic subject (A.R.). One of the tasks involved the use of facial primes made of natural facial features shown within the context of a generic
